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This fast paced presentation described how the cataloging department at Temple 
University cataloged their books using RLIN and Guicat both before and after 
implementation of the Z39.50 protocol.  The changes in workflow and procedures 
increased production 14% and eliminated the cataloging backlog.  A Power Point 
presentation helped the audience follow the program. 
 
Cathy Weng introduced the program, briefly described Temple University and its 
libraries including the organization of the Bibliographic Services Department.  They have 
been RLIN members since 1982 and migrated from GEAC to III in early 1999.  Temple’s 
Innopac is named Diamond. 
 
Cathy continued by describing the “old” cataloging procedures using RLIN.  The work 
was divided into four groups: 1.) Titles received on approval came with good vendor 
records, which required little editing in GUICAT, by clerical staff; 2.) Other titles that 
were not received on approval with LC records on RLIN were cataloged online on RLIN.  
3.) Titles without good LC or member copy were cataloged offline by printing whatever 
record could be found, and editing the printout for later input; 4.) Original cataloging was 
performed offline on workforms.  Clerical staff input records into RLIN—saving all 
paperwork for revising. Records entered into RLIN were stored on RLIN’s "Put" Server 
and ftp’d back into their Diamond catalog the next day.  This procedure as described 
seemed to be very organized and efficient.  Revisions and loading were carefully 
monitored. 
 
Carla Davis Cunningham then described how new procedures, which utilize the Z39.50 
protocol, were introduced.  A small discrete collection--dissertations--was selected for the 
initial phase.  These were cataloged directly on Diamond with GUICAT using a bib and 
item template. (Under previous procedures, this would have been accomplished on a 
paper workform.)  The differences between cataloging with RLIN Classic and III with 
Z39.50 were detailed.  Many screen displays of the MARC records illustrated the steps of 
the procedures.  A chart of the workflow described the decisions at each step: 1.) Material 
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arrives from Acquisitions; does a record exist for it online?  If yes, the item is cataloged 
by clerical staff and revised by a bibliographic assistant or a librarian.  If there is no 
online record, the item is searched in RLIN with Z39.50.  2.) Is LC copy available in 
RLIN?  If yes, the title is cataloged and revised.  If not, is RLIN member copy available?  
If yes, material is cataloged.  If not, OCLC is searched for copy and cataloged.  3.) If no 
copy is available at all, original cataloging using a Diamond template is performed 
online.   
 
Authority work is performed online.  The 998 tag may be used for statistics in the future.  
Revising is performed daily from lists created on Diamond.  The completed records are 
uploaded into RLIN weekly, and OCLC monthly, using the “Read Write Marc Records” 
function. 
 
Training for this major change was rather low key.  The staff was not told that this was a 
big change.  Hands-on-training was conducted in groups of two.  Some changes, which 
the implementers expected to go unnoticed, were noticed.  “Procedures for exporting 
records from RLIN to Diamond using Z39.50 on GUICAT” were made available at:  
http://www.innovativeusers.org/iug2002/programs/L6/procedure.pdf 
 
Benefits of the workflow changes with Z39.50 included: removing duplication of effort, 
instant availability of bib records in the database, one place to make corrections when 
revising, transfer of attached records was easier, and higher production.  A five-month 
comparison chart of pre and post implementation showed the clear benefits.  The 
department literally ran out of books to catalog!  Staff responded to the change positively 
because it was faster, easier and less paperwork.  The only negatives were less precision 
in searching and the monotony of the interface. 
 
As the project has evolved, all cataloging is now performed on GUICAT with templates 
for different types of materials.  Procedures on how to create a template were 
demonstrated.  A few problems were encountered; the main one caused by an RLIN 
software bug.  They are still working on resolving one problem dealing with the 001 tag.   
 
This presentation was well received and no questions were asked.  Cathy 
(cweng@temple.edu) and Carla (ccunni01@temple.edu) are happy to answer questions 
via e-mail.  
 
The Power Point slides are available at: 
http://www.innopacusers.org/iug2002/programs/L6/powerpoint.pdf 
 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Georgia Briscoe, University of Colorado Law Library 
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